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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Until not so long ago, integrating the communication with your external business partners 
meant implementing an electronic data interchange (EDI) solution that was not really 
coupled with your internal applications. For the internal application integration, separate 
enterprise application integration (EAI) or application to application (A2A) solutions were 
implemented and all these different types of solutions were “glued” together in various 
ways. 
 
Today, external and internal integration are preferably run on one single integration platform 
like IBM WebSphere, that can handle all of your business integration needs. This gives 
numerous advantages, such as: 
 

• Your developers and operators only need to master one single toolset; 
• It gives one operational view of internal and external integration; 
• BPM and BAM can be applied to both internal and external integration. 

 
This white paper describes the solution built by Covast in collaboration with IBM for 
customers who are already familiar with or running the IBM WebSphere Message Broker ESB 
platform. This solution is called the Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere. 
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2 THE COVAST B2B SUITE FOR IBM WEBSPHERE 
 
The Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere is the fully integrated general purpose B2B 
solution for the IBM WebSphere platform. It takes full advantage of all the features provided 
by that platform and solves the various B2B challenges in a very elegant way, fully adhering 
to IBM’s principles and roadmap for the WebSphere product family. 

 
 
 

The B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere has been designed to operate in the IBM WebSphere 
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) environment. The product fully leverages this platform. 
 
Figure 1: The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 
 

 
 
The B2B Suite takes care of all the communication protocols and conversion to and from the 
various B2B/EDI standards on the “edge” of your IT infrastructure. For example, when EDI 
messages arrive through one of the active transport adapters, the receiving adapter will take 
care of the transport level acknowledgements automatically. As soon as the EDI messages 
hit the message flow designated to process these types of messages, the first thing that 
happens is that these messages will be implicitly converted to XML. Throughout the system, 
this makes it much easier to interrogate these messages and transform these messages into 
other messages to be handed of to, for example, ERP systems. 
 
All of this executes in the ESB environment, making it very easy to customize and extend 
these processes. 
 
 

2.1 PHILOSOPHY 
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The B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere runs on the IBM Advanced ESB: the WebSphere Message 
Broker. In this environment, there is a nice split between design time and run time aspects 
of the system, depicted in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: High level architecture overview of the B2B Suite 
 

 
 
In the next paragraph, the different components of the solution are explained in more detail. 
 
The WebSphere Advanced ESB architecture guarantees very high performance and natural 
failover capability by using so-called scale-out architecture. All components in the solution 
can be deployed in a flexible manner on their own dedicated hardware. It is for example 
possible to dedicate one or more machines to only do the receiving of B2B messages from 
your trading partners and have other machines execute the translation and message flows. 
This architecture scales very well and guarantees that you will never out-grow this solution. 
 

 
 
 

The solution consists of the following components categorized in Design Time, 
Administration, Monitoring and Run Time. 
 

2.2 ARCHITECTURE 

2.3 COMPONENTS 
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Design time components: 
 

• Message Flow designer – Message flows are designed and developed from within 
the WebSphere Message Broker toolkit. 

• Message Set designer – Message sets – containing all the schemas used in your 
solution – are developed from within the same toolkit. 

• EDI Explorer – This tool runs in the same toolkit and is used for the import/export 
and maintenance of B2B/EDI document standards and message types. From within 
this tool it is also possible to analyze and test document instances. 

 
Administration components: 
 

• General Administration – This module is used to configure trace options, archiving 
options, etc. 

• HUB Administration – From within the Partner Gateway console the general HUB 
capabilities can be set up, such as OFTP and AS2 listeners. 

• Trading Partner Management – This is the central place for all your trading 
partner management. Here you set up all the different configuration properties per 
trading partner you communicate with. 

 
Monitoring components: 
 

• Document Viewer – From within the Partner Gateway console, documents flowing 
through the system can be tracked. This user interface allows you to drill down all the 
way into the EDI level details of messages. 

• Event Viewer – All events occurring during message handling are tracked in a 
database that can be interrogated from within the Partner Gateway console. 

• CBE monitoring – The solution generates Common Base Events and publishes these 
on queues that can be monitored by Tivoli and Omegamon. 

 
Run time components: 
 

• XML/EDI Translator node – This is the node that you can use in message flows to 
have EDI messages automatically translated to XML and vice versa. This node also 
handles validation according to the EDI rules and generating acknowledgements. 

• Document Archiving – A document archive schedule can be configured that 
automatically takes care of taking “old” messages offline and save them for legal 
purposes. 

• Batching flows – Specific flows that come in-the-box are deployed to handle your 
outbound batching requirements according to the trading partner configurations. 

• Acknowledgement flows – Acknowledgement generation and reconciliation is done 
by these flows.  

 
Optional components of the solution are (among others): 
 

• WebSphere Modeler – The Business Process Modeling product. 
• WebSphere Monitor – The WebSphere Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) product. 
• Tivoli and Omegamon – Enterprise monitoring tools. 

 
It goes beyond the purpose of this white paper to discuss these optional components. 
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3 THE SOLUTION EXPLAINED - END TO END SCENARIO 
 
In the scenarios and examples used in this document, a large trading company exchanges 
ANSI X12 EDI transactions with its customers and suppliers. 
 

 
 
 

All the development work in this solution is done using the WebSphere Message Broker 
Toolkit. This Eclipse based toolkit hosts all “tools” needed to develop your integration 
projects. The following paragraphs describe how the B2B specific areas of your integration 
projects are developed. 
 
 
3.1.1 DOCUMENT DEFINITIONS 
 
Developing your particular solution with the Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere starts with 
setting up the right B2B standards, document types and versions. This is done by starting 
the “EDI Explorer” from within the WebSphere Message Broker Toolkit: 
 
Figure 3: Developing B2B Document Definitions 
 

 

3.1 DEVELOP THE SOLUTION 
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Using the EDI Explorer’s Import/Export facilities, you can import the standard document 
definitions downloaded from our web site and start customizing them to your business 
partners’ or your own needs. 
 
This very easy to understand and use environment enables you to create partner specific 
document definitions on demand. 
 
Customizing document definitions can comprise of: 
 

• Creating specific code sets per element in the document; 
• Change the requirement designator for specific segments and elements; 
• Modifying the maximum occurrence setting for segments, etc. 

 
From within this same user interface, you can generate the so called Implementation Guide. 
This can be printed and distributed to your business partners to be used for their reference. 
 
Using the same toolkit, the document definitions can be tested against already existing 
runtime instances of these documents. By using this “Analyze Document” feature you can 
verify the correctness of the definitions and/or the instances (depending on which one is 
most reliable). 
 
Figure 4: Analyzing document instances against their definition 
 

 
 
Every validation error found in the document instance will be reported as in the above 
example, exactly pinpointing the locations and reason of the errors. 
 
After testing the document definition like this, the next step is to generate an EDI XSD. From 
within the EDI Explorer, you can right-click each document type and version and select 
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“Generate EDI XSD” from the pop-up menu. These EDI XSD’s are used throughout the 
product and contain both the EDI and XML validation rules. 
 
The EDI XSD’s contain all the information needed by all the different “nodes” in your 
message flows to described and validate the instances of the documents at runtime. 
 
On the “edge” of the system, these XSD’s are used to implicitly translate inbound EDI 
messages into XML and on the outbound they are used for automatically translating XML into 
EDI, all of that without needing to define a map for that. 
 
Figure 5: Generating and using EDI XSD’s 
 

 
 
The EDI XSD’s are stored in the so called “Message Set”.  By storing them in Message Sets 
they can easily be used for creating for example Transformation Maps. 
 
Other advantages of using XML throughout the Enterprise Service Bus are: 
 

• It is very easy to access information within these instances, making Content Based 
Routing a no-brainer; 

• These messages are very readable (compared to EDI messages); 
• Standard tools can be used to handle XML; 
• There is a choice of mappers available to map XML – just pick your favorite one. 
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One disadvantage of using XML is that message instances are larger than for example native 
EDI messages. This is because the XML language is more verbose. However, in today’s IT 
infrastructures this is not an issue anymore, since network bandwidth and storage capacity 
is huge these days. Using XML internally has many more advantages than disadvantages. 
 
 
3.1.2 TRANSFORMATION MAPS 
 
Transformation Maps are necessary in most integration projects because what you receive 
from your business partners hardly ever is directly processable by you back-end systems. 
So, in most real-life integration solutions you need to transform messages that you 
exchange with business partners to and from your internal messages formats. A classic 
example is transformation between EDI messages and SAP IDOC (the internal messages 
that SAP R/3 systems use to exchange information) messages. 
 
In our solution, transformation is always done between the XML representation of EDI 
messages on the external side and the internal message formats that are exchanged 
between your various back-end systems such as SAP R/3. This means that on one side of 
the transformation map you always have one of the XSD’s that have been generated with 
the functionality described in 3.1.1. 
 
Figure 6: Building Transformation Maps 
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In the above figure, a map is being built between the XSD representation of the ANSI X12 
850 Purchase Order message and an internal message handled by this company’s back-end 
system. 
 
The IBM WebSphere Message Broker comes with a built-in Graphical Mapper Node (shown in 
figure 6 above), an XSLT Node and a Compute Node. Either one of these can be used within 
your message flows to transform your EDI messages, because they can all handle XML. 
 
It is even possible to plug-in other IBM or even 3rd party mappers. Discussing the options 
here goes beyond the purpose of this white paper. 
 
 
3.1.3 MESSAGE FLOWS 
 
The heart of any ESB solution is the message flow capability. This is where all the different 
components in your ESB are tied together in a very flexible, non-programming way. Within 
the IBM WebSphere Message Broker, message flows are developed (like all the other 
artifacts) from within the Message Broker Toolkit.  
 
A typical message flow “reads” messages, performs all kinds of logic and then hands the 
output of this logic off again to the final destination or another message flow. 
 
Within the IBM WebSphere ESB, there are several ways to provide input to message flows. 
There are some standard so-called “Input nodes” available in the box, such as HTTP and 
SOAP, but it is also possible to include the IBM B2B Gateway component called WebSphere 
Partner Gateway. In the Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere, the WebSphere Partner 
Gateway component is used for the external communications with your business partners. 
Messages received via X.400, OFTP, AS2 or any other means supported by the Partner 
Gateway are handed of to message flows for further processing. Typically, this is done 
through a queue. 
 
In the B2B Suite solution, the second “Node” (the one that comes after the “read”) in any 
inbound message flow is always the “EDI/XML translator” node. This is the node that takes 
care of automatic EDI to XML translation. This node identifies the inbound message format 
and type and tries to find the right XSD that describes that type of message. It will always 
first check if there is a partner specific schema available. If that is the case, it will use that. 
If that is not the case, it will use the default – standard – schema. Once the right XSD has 
been identified, the node will parse and validate the inbound EDI message. Since EDI 
messages can be conveyed in so-called interchanges (or batches) containing multiple (even 
different types of) messages, the action will be performed for each message in the 
interchange. 
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Figure 7: A typical message flow 
 

 
 
The output of parsing and validating the EDI messages is always an XML representation of 
that same message. You will notice that the EDI/XML Translator node has one input and 
three output terminals. The input terminal is where it will receive the input EDI interchange 
or message and the three output terminals are the following: 
 

1. Output terminal: this terminal will receive the output XML instance(s) and should be 
wired to the next step in the message flow needed to process the messages, typically 
a message transformation node; 

2. Failure terminal: this terminal will receive the failure CBE (Common Base Event) 
messages. These messages are based on the IBM CBE standard and contain all 
information about the failure situation. This terminal should be wired to a queue that 
is monitored by a product like IBM Tivoli. Also see 3.3.3. 

3. Acknowledgement terminal: this terminal will receive the XML formatted Functional 
and/or Technical acknowledgements generated by the XML/EDI Translator node that 
need to be routed back to the originator of the inbound EDI message(s). This 
terminal should be wired to you acknowledgement flow which will take care of 
translation to EDI Functional and Technical acknowledgements and routing them back 
to the originator. See 4.4 for more detailed information. 
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Setting up a B2B solution is not only a matter of developing the right document definitions, 
transformations and message flows. The next step is configuring the B2B capabilities and on 
boarding your trading partners. 
 
3.2.1 CONFIGURE B2B CAPABILITIES OF YOUR HUB 
 
In the Partner Gateway component of this solution, the B2B capabilities of your HUB have to 
be set up once. Here you have to configure all the different ways of how trading partners can 
exchange transactions with your company. This is where you setup all the various listeners, 
which are called Targets in this solution. 
 
Figure 8: Configuring an OFTP Target 
 

 
 
In the above example, an OFTP on TCP/IP listener has been configured. As soon as this 
Target has been enabled and the IT infrastructure (TCP/IP network, routers, firewalls, etc.) 
is in place, your trading partners using this protocol can start directing their OFTP clients to 
communicate with this Target and exchange EDI messages with your company. 

3.2 ADMINISTER THE SOLUTION 
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Other communication protocols that are available to you out-of-the-box are X.400 P7, AS1, 
AS2, HTTP(/s), POP3/SMTP and FTP. 
 
These can all be setup as separate Targets in your HUB. See 4.1 and 4.6 for a complete list. 
 
 
3.2.2 TRADING PARTNER MANAGEMENT 
 
A core feature of the Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere is its Trading Partner 
Management (TPM) feature. This is the central tool for the administrator(s) responsible for 
setting up new trading relations with your partners. TPM enables you to quickly configure all 
the B2B specific settings for your trading partners. All trading partner details are safely 
stored in the database. 
 
Figure 9: Trading Partner Management 
 

 
 
Once set up, this information is used by the transport adapters and the XML/EDI translation 
nodes in your message flows to determine how to treat the EDI messages exchanged with 
these partners. 
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For each trading partner (a.k.a. participant), the following settings can be configured: 
 
General section 
 

• Batch settings – Here you can select what type of outbound batching to use to 
create your interchanges. Options are: X12 style, all documents with the same 
format, all the same document types. 

• Character sets – These settings are used to determine what character set to apply 
to outbound messages and how to interpret inbound messages from a trading 
partner. The list includes all standard EDIFACT & Unicode character sets. 

• Error level – Setting this to “document” means that on the inbound or outbound 
interchanges will not be rejected entirely when only one or more messages in that 
interchange fail validation. Setting it to “interchange” will reject the whole 
interchange. 

• Acknowledgements – Here you can indicate if Functional (997, CONTRL) and/or 
Technical acknowledgements (TA1) are expected and/or to be returned for a trading 
partner. 

 
Options section 
 

• EDI Options – Here the deviating separators for segments, elements, composites, 
etc. can be configured per trading partner. This also includes decimal notation and 
whether or not to start each segment on a new line in a file. Here you can also set 
the test indicator that will end up in the interchange header of every interchange sent 
to the trading partner selected. 

 
Envelopes section 
 
In this section you can specify the envelopes and versions of these envelopes to be 
generated for outbound messages to a trading partner. It is possible to use the same 
envelope for all messages to a trading partner (such as the UNOA2 envelope for EDIFACT 
messages), but you can also specify a different envelope and/or version per document type 
(for example X12-3060 envelope for X12 850 4010 messages and UNOB3 envelope for 
EDIFACT ORDERS messages). 
 
References (Control Numbers) section 
 
This section enables you to allocate certain control numbering schemes to trading partners. 
It is possible to generate these control numbers (such as Interchange, Group and 
Transaction or Message control number) in a couple of different ways. Below screenshot 
gives the best idea about the capabilities of the B2B Suite in this area. 
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Figure 10: TPM – Control Numbers options 
 

 
 
TPM makes sure that all settings needed to handle all the specific EDI needs of all your 
trading partners are handled correctly. 
 

 
 
 

An integration solution that covers the integration from front (trading partners) to back 
(back-end systems) also needs the right tools to monitor from front to back. Also, when 
exchanging high volumes of transactions it becomes increasingly important to be able to 
manage your integration solution by exception. 
 
 
3.3.1 EVENT TRACKING 
 
The Event Tracking capabilities of the solution enable operators to get an overview of events 
and filter on specific events. Drilling down into a certain events gives insight in the 
transaction that actually caused the event to happen. 
 

3.3 MANAGE AND MONITOR THE SOLUTION 
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Figure 11: Event Viewer - Search 
 

 
 
Event records that have been generated can be searched for by using the filter options 
available in the Console’s Event Viewer. 
 
 
3.3.2 MESSAGE TRACKING 
 
Message tracking is all about getting an end-to-end view of what happens with messages 
entering and leaving your system. Using the tracking capabilities of this solution enable 
operators, but also business users to get insight in the entire life cycle of business 
transactions. 
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Figure 12: Message Tracking 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Messages can be tracked by type, sender and recipient but apart from that it is also possible 
to allocate a so called Tracking & Tracing key to each message type. For an invoice message 
for example it would make sense to use the invoice number as the key. This gives Business 
Users the opportunity to search for invoices by number. 
 
From within the list of interchanges you can drill down into groups and messages. For each 
level, you can select to display the details by double-clicking the right row in the report. 
 
It is also possible to filter the report on elements like Acknowledgement Status or 
Interchange Reference. 
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Figure 13: Message Details 
 

 
 
A lot of details per message handled by the solution are kept in the Tracking Database. Per 
interchange information about the groups and messages is stored. Message properties like 
references, timestamps, sender and recipient information. But also information about 
acknowledgements: was the message functionally and/or technically acknowledged and 
when. The contents of these acknowledgements can also be displayed by pushing a button. 
 
When validation errors have been found during the parsing and validation of a message 
within your message flows, the system will reject the message (and/or the whole 
interchange, depending on settings per trading partner, see 3.2.2). Detailed information 
about the error(s) will be shown here. It is event possible to click the errors in the list to 
exactly pinpoint the error location, as shown above. 
 
 
3.3.3 END-TO-END, STANDARDS BASED MONITORING 
 
The Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere solidly addresses the need for companies to have 
a global monitoring view on their end-to-end processes. It uses the Common Base Event 
(CBE) architecture for publishing events occurring in the B2B Suite. These CBE’s are 
published to a configurable queue that can be monitored by your standard Tivoli or 
Omegamon environment. This is a standardized and very powerful way of managing your 
integration solution by exception. 
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3.3.4 BUSINESS ACTIVITY MONITORING 
 
Optionally, you can decide to add the WebSphere Monitor product to your integration 
solution. This enables you to add Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) capabilities to your 
business integration solution. Because all messages flowing through the Enterprise Service 
Bus are XML, feeding the BAM infrastructure is quite easy and straightforward. 
 
Figure 14: Using BAM on your ESB 
 

 
 
 
BAM enables you to track processes, work items and business performance measures in 
real-time and take any necessary corrective actions. 
 
It goes beyond the scope of this white paper to go in more detail in this area. 
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4 PRODUCT DATA SHEET 
 
This chapter contains a summary of all the B2B features provided by the Covast B2B Suite 
for IBM WebSphere. 
 

 
 
 

The following transport protocols are supported: 
 

• AS1 
• AS2 
• HTTP(/s) 
• FTP(/s) 
• OFTP 
• X.400 

 
 
 
 

The following EDI standards are supported: 
 

• UN/EDIFACT (Worldwide standard) 
o EANCOM (European retail) 
o EDIGAS (Energy & Utility) 
o EDINE (Energy & Utility) 

• ASC X12 (US standard) 
o VICS (US general merchandise retail) 
o WINS (US warehousing retail) 
o UCS (US grocery retail) 

• TRADACOMS (UK standard) 
• VDA (German automotive) 
• ODETTE (Automotive) 
• Cargo IMP (Airfreight) 
• All other trading-partner or vertical specific documents that differ from the defined 

standards customized using the editing capabilities of the Covast EDI Explorer and 
EDI Editor 

 
Covast publishes most supported document standards and types on the covast.com website 
in the client area. Here, customers can download the specifications of document types for all 
versions available. The document specifications can be imported in the repository using the 
Import/Export Wizard. 
 

 
 
 

Batching of outbound EDI messages into so-called interchanges is handled by a dedicated 
pub/sub message flow deployed in the WebSphere Message Broker which is driven by 
Trading Partner specific batching options configured in the TPM. 

4.1 SUPPORTED TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS 

4.2 SUPPORTED EDI STANDARDS 

4.3 BATCHING 
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Figure 15: Batching 
 
 

 
 
The following batching options are available: 
 

• All documents of the same type go into the same batch, based on a timer; 
• All documents with the same format (EDIFACT, X12, etc.) go into the same batch, 

based on a timer; 
• The user decides what messages have to end up in what batch, by mapping 

information to the Batch Reference element of the envelope of the XML/EDI 
instances. 

 
Batching is optional, so it is possible to just turn it off per trading partner, meaning that 
every message ends up in its own interchange. 
 

 
 
 

Part of the B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere are standard acknowledgment message flows. 
Whenever an EDI interchange or message is handled by a XML/EDI Translator node, 
XML/EDI acknowledgement messages are published on the Acknowledgement Terminal of 
that node.  

4.4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT HANDLING 
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Figure 16: Acknowledgement handling 
 
 

 
 
 
By wiring this terminal to the Acknowledgement sub flow that comes in-the-box, the solution 
will automatically take care of: 
 

• Translating these acknowledgements into EDI acknowledgements like the X12 997 or 
TA1 or the EDIFACT CONTRL messages; 

• Updating the acknowledgement status information on the original interchange, group 
and/or message; 

• Batching the generated acknowledgements; 
• Routing the acknowledgement interchanges via the Partner Gateway back to the 

originator of the inbound EDI interchange. 
 
Because this is all handled by message flows, you can actually add functionality to this by 
just tailoring these message flows to your needs in a true ESB style. 
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As we have already shown in the 3.2.2, trading partner specific handling is easy to configure 
in the TPM. Besides things like trading partner specific batching options, separator usage and 
control numbering, it is also possible to implement trading partner specific document types 
that deviate from the standard. The trading partner name is part of the key that identifies 
the document type. So, whenever EDI messages are first identified by this solution, the 
system will always first check if there is a partner specific schema for it. If that is the case, 
the system will use that schema. If that is not the case, the system will use the default 
schema to validate the instance against and product XML from it. For outbound flows this 
works in the exact same way. 
 

 
 
 

Besides the communication protocols listed in 4.1, the Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere 
also supports the following networks: 
 

• 400 Net Messaging Service (NL) 
• Atlas 400 (F) 
• BusinessMail (D) 
• GXS EDI*Express 
• GXS Tradanet (GB) 
• IBM (GXS) Information Exchange 
• ICC.net 
• Inovis 
• Kleinschmidt 
• SITA 
• Sterling Commerce 
• Transettlements (Descartes) 

 
 
 
 

Run-time EDI features: 
 

• Customizable outbound batching 
• Inbound de-batching 
• Syntax validation 
• Semantic validation 
• Complete functional acknowledgement generation and reconciliation 
• TA1 (Interchange Acknowledgment) generation and reconciliation 
• Custom control number generation 
• Full end-to-end tracking 
• Audit trail of documents handled 
• Archiving of documents 
• Access to EDI envelope information 
• Detailed error logging on element level 

 

4.5 TRADING PARTNER SPECIFIC HANDLING 

4.6 SUPPORTED NETWORKS 

4.7 QUICK SUMMARY OF B2B FEATURES 
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Design-time features: 
 

• SQL repository driven 
• Document versioning 
• Standards import facilities 
• Full compliance checking 
• Customize standard documents 
• Implicit XML to EDI (and vice versa) conversion support 

 
Trading Partner Management features: 
 

• All B2B related trading partner properties managed from one central place 
• Interchange agreement compliance checking 
• Trading partner-specific handling 
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5 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PREREQUISITES 
 
The Covast B2B Suite for IBM WebSphere runs on the IBM WebSphere Message Broker ESB 
platform running on either Microsoft Windows or IBM AIX. 
 
The requirements for a Microsoft Windows environment are: 
 

• Windows 2000 Server with SP 4 or; 
• Windows 2000 Advanced Server with SP 4 or; 
• Windows Server 2003 Standard or; 
• Windows Server 2003 Enterprise. 
• Intel Pentium at 2 GHz or faster; 
• Main memory: Minimum 2GB; 
• Hard disk: Minimum 300 MB. 
•  

The requirements for an IBM AIX environment are: 
 

• AIX 5L 5.2 with Recommended Maintenance package 5200-03 or; 
• AIX 5L 5.3. 
• IBM pSeries® machine with 600 MHz processor or faster; 
• Main memory: Minimum 2 GB; 
• Hard disk: Minimum 300 MB. 

 
Actual hardware requirements for your system may be greater, depending on the complexity 
of your specific environment, throughput and data object size: 
 

• Multiserver installations require network attached shared storage; 
• Additional servers for added capacity and redundancy; 
• Additional hard disk capacity needed for document storage. 

 
In both environments, the following software should be installed: 
 

• WebSphere Message Broker 6.0; 
• WebSphere Partner Gateway Enterprise or Advanced 6.0; 
• DB2® Enterprise Server Edition 8.2 or; 
• Oracle Enterprise Edition 9i Release 2 (9.2.0.4) or; 
• Oracle Enterprise Edition 10g Release 1 (10.1.0.3).  
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6 CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
North American Headquarters  
Covast 
3340 Peachtree Road, NE 
Tower Place, Suite 2280 
Atlanta, Georgia 30326 
USA 
 
Tel:   1.866.COVAST1 or +1 404.812.7150 
Fax:  +1 404.812.7155 
 
 
European Headquarters  
Covast 
Rivium Quadrant 151 
2909 LC  Capelle a.d. lJssel 
P.O. Box 8738 
3009 AS  Rotterdam 
The Netherlands 
 
Tel:   +31 10.235.10.22 
Fax:  +31 10.288.92.47 
 
 
E-mail  
info@covast.com 
 
 
URL  
http://www.covast.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Covast is a trademark of Covast Corporation. 
 
The IBM logo and the Business Partner emblem are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States, 
other countries, or both. 
 
Other product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.   
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